REPAIR - ALL WEATHER PATCHING MATERIAL
TECHNICAL DATA & INSTRUCTIONS

DESCRIPTION
It is no longer necessary to let your asphalt or concrete paved areas become a hazard and a serious maintenance problem. With REPAIR you can keep your shipping and loading areas, parking lots, drives and walks in safe repair all year around. Instant repairs can be done by unskilled labor in any kind of weather, hot or freezing, wet or dry. This all-weather patching compound can be applied directly from the container as is – simply tamp REPAIR into place with either the back of a shovel or a hand tamper and the repair is complete and immediately ready for heavy traffic.

FEATURES
- Will not stick to shovel, tamper or vehicle wheels
- Makes concrete or asphalt repair work a one-man operation
- Use in any weather, indoors or outdoors
- Repairs instantly and permanently
- Withstands heaviest loads
- Ready for traffic immediately
- No special equipment needed – just a shovel will do the job
- Prevents accidents
- 5 gallon pail covers up to 5 square feet at 2” deep

HOW TO USE
Shovel into chuck holes straight from the container and tamp down.

SPECIFICATIONS
Physical Form: Pellets
Color: Dark Gray/ Black
Odor: Petroleum
Specific Gravity: 2.0
Flash Point (TCC): None